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Proudly Serving Customers Since 2002
Join over 28,000 satisfied clients from 140+ countries and get a partner you can entrust your site to. Choose the service you need and enjoy premium hosting services, feature-rich plans, and all the resources you’ll ever need!
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Unbeetable 24/7/365 Customer Support
Our experts are always here to help you with anything you need, no matter how small or big. Get in touch with our team via live chat, ticket, or phone, and resolve any issue you might have instantly.



Talk to Sales
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With top of the line hardware and software, WebHostingBuzz’s excellence is secure and maintained with a fantastic support staff. They are friendly, efficient and helpful but, most importantly, they resolve client issues FAST! As a three-account client, they have earned my accolades time and again.

Dave







Core Product Offering
Web Hosting
Start your journey the right way – with blazing-fast SSD storage and unlimited bandwidth.
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Reseller Hosting
Become a hosting reseller easily and host your own sites in one place.
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Virtual Private Servers
Control and configure your VPS/VDS as you wish with full root access, and choose the operating system you prefer.
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Dedicated Servers
Deploy your projects on bare metal servers that use high-performance, top-of-the-line hardware.
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We Believe in Our Product!
	We are confident that you will love our products as much as we do, so much so that we include a 45-day money-back guarantee!




	

Leading Solutions for All Applications
	Are you a WordPress lover, or maybe you prefer Joomla instead? At WebHostingBuzz, we don’t pick and choose! Use our one-click installer and instantly set up your site and apps without breaking a sweat!




	

An Infrastructure You Can Rely On
	Our expert Operations Team monitors all servers 24/7 and resolves any issue before it causes trouble. Additionally, each service we provide is deployed from our private suites in Tier-IV data centers that use top-notch hardware to power your site and keep it online at all times.




	

99.9% Uptime Guarantee
	We believe that transparency is key when it comes to building a relationship with our clients. So, instead of simply promising a 99.9% uptime guarantee, we publish the uptime statistics of our servers each month so you can see everything that goes on for yourself.




	

Instant Response to Any Inquiry
	Chat queues do not exist at WebHostingBuzz. Our experts will respond to any question you might have within 60 seconds and will get started on fixing your issue just as fast. Additionally, you will receive an answer to your support ticket in less than 30 minutes, no matter what time of day it is.




	

Move In For Free
	Want to move to WebHostingBuzz from your current provider? Our experts will take care of the whole process for you at no additional cost! Migrate as many websites as you want to WebHostingBuzz completely free of charge.




	

A Truly Global Presence
	From Europe to Asia to the US, we provide real worldwide hosting that delivers blazing-fast speeds to each and every customer.
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Why Choose WebHostingBuzz?
The happiness of our customers is our number one priority. We do everything in our power to deliver the best web hosting experience to each person that uses our services, providing everything you need under one roof. And in the event that you are not satisfied with our offer, you can get a full refund with our 45-day money-back guarantee.




	

Expert Hosting
	Our 13 years of experience have enabled us to evolve our skills and meet the needs of our clients seamlessly, creating web hosting services that are second to none.




	

Developer-Friendly
	We fully support PHP 5, Mysql 5, Perl, CGI, SSH, SSI, HTML5 and Javascript, enabling developers to code away using the language they know and love.




	

cPanel and WHM
	The cPanel and WHM combo allows you to host and manage multiple clients easily and perform all the tasks you need from one place.




	

Unlimited Growth
	We provide powerful website and SEO tools via the cPanel that will help you expand your business as much as you want.




	

Backups
	We have partnered with Cloudflare to provide you with quick access to the best CDN on the market and CodeGuard, a top-quality website backup service.




	

Imunify360
	Protect your sites with advanced firewall and malware protection and make them a safe space for you and your customers.




	

Free SSL
	Get free SSL certificates for your sites and ensure that your and your customer’s data is always safe and encrypted.




	

Softaculous Auto-Installer
	At WebHostingBuzz, you can install over 450 apps and scripts with the click of a button thanks to the powerful Softaculous Auto-Installer.









Real Worldwide Hosting
A global network powered by 11 servers locations across five continents. From Europe to Asia.
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See What Our Customers Think
There’s no better testimony to the quality of our services than the reviews of our customers. Over 93% of them rate us as Excellent or Very Good, and here is what some had to say:
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I must say that I was pleasantly surprised with Webhostingbuzz. Customer support is one of the best I ever saw. Their service is very good and reliabl... show more

Sanel
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My websites regularly encounter high traffic so I needed a robust server solution that provides enough dedicated resources.
I was moving from shared h... show more

Benedict Arthur
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I have been with WebHostingBuzz for 2 years now and I have had zero problems, none, their support is excellent and always on top of things. It leaves ... show more

Andy Sowards







Frequently Asked Questions


	

Why should I trust WebHostingBuzz?
	At WebHostingBuzz, our number one priority is the satisfaction of our customers. We constantly improve our services, striving to provide everything you will ever need, no matter how big or small your project is. Additionally, our customer support experts are friendly and knowledgeable and are always here to help with anything you need. If you wish to learn more about the hosting process on WebHostingBuzz, contact us via live chat or call us whenever you want.




	

Is a free SSL certificate included in my web hosting plan?
	Each WebHostingBuzz hosting plan comes with a free SSL certificate which you can install on your site right away.




	

Which hosting plan is the right one for my website?
	Contact us today, and we will help you pick the plan that suits the needs of your site the best. We do not oversell and will give you an objective suggestion to ensure you get the plan that is perfect for you.




	

How long is your money-back guarantee?
	All of our plans come with a 45-day money-back guarantee. If, for any reason, you decide that our services do not suit your needs, we will give you a full refund.




	

Can I migrate my website from my current provider to WebHostingBuzz?
	Yes, our experts will migrate your site for you without charging you any extra fees. Transfer all of your files, databases, email addresses, and website settings quickly, without breaking a sweat and start your WebHostingBuzz journey instantly.




	

Do you replace faulty hardware?
	Yes, we keep a local stock of replacement parts in all our data centers. So, in case of hardware failure, our experts replace any defective part instantly. Additionally, we monitor all of our servers so we can predict possible hardware failures and prevent data loss.
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 We use cookies 
 Our website uses cookies, to enable essential services and functionality on our site and to collect data on how visitors interact with our site, products and services. By clicking accept you agree to our use of these tools for advertising and analytics and consent to our cookie policy. 
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